We develop a smartphone-based travel survey method and implement the method with collaborated with 2012 Kumamoto Metropolitan Person Trip Survey. Then, we compare the results with existing method and analyze the data. In addition, we implement advanced travel forecasting method.

1. Backgrounds and Objects

Some professionals argue that current traffic planning based on large-scale survey (e.g. road-traffic census survey and person trip survey) with high cost has decreased its value for money. Meanwhile, almost everyone brings a smartphone and analysts can now obtain the large-scale tracking data for free using smartphone-based application.

Many professionals consider the smartphone-based travel survey method as promising and so many researchers conducting these projects in all over the world. However, we still have to consider several research topics in this field; efficient method to increase the participants, sampling bias problem, data adjustment method, among others. In order to make smartphone-based survey method as practical one, we have to summarize its issues based on actual experiences and develop methods to solve some problems.

This research project develops a smartphone-based survey method with low cost and implement the method with collaborated with 2012 Kumamoto Metropolitan Person Trip Survey. Then, we compare the results with existing paper-based self-reporting method and summarize its possibilities and limitations.

2. Activities in Research Period

We implemented the smartphone-based travel survey method collaborated with 2012 Kumamoto Metropolitan Person Trip Survey. As far as we know, this was the pioneering project in the world in 2012 because we prepared both iPhone and Android version and required more than ten thousand households in a metropolitan area. The number of participants in 2012 survey was only 97 because we could not prepare the reward due to some governmental constraints. However, we conducted visitor’s behavior survey in downtown Kumamoto using smartphone-based method with JPY 500 incentive and successfully collected 1,086 samples in 2013.

We also conducted the truck floating car survey with driver’s smartphone and collected 21 samples from seven truck companies.

3. Study Results

Smartphone-survey participants in 2012 are mainly male, aged 30 to 40 and single, workers related to public services. Average number of trips by smartphone-survey participants is larger than that by household travel survey participants.

We also estimated the participation choice models of travel surveys explaining the choice of participation or non-participation in the PT survey and survey type (paper, paper-based self-reporting, smartphone-based).

Figure 1
Smartphone-based travel survey system
We demonstrated several analysis featuring data by smartphone-based survey such as visualizing visitors’ activity area using Kernel density map and detecting stopping points. We prepared a (tentative) guideline for smartphone-based travel survey based on our experiences during three years of research-period. This guideline will be useful for future surveys and it describes design, development, deployment and publication of application, treatment of battery issues and participants who are not familiar with smartphone, privacy, machine-dependence, and rewards, among others.
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5. Study Development and Future Issues

Future development may include technical improvement of application such as auto detection of travel mode, trip purposes, and modification of record in smartphone. These topics, however, are competitive targets of many researchers around the world and several commercial life-log applications have already existed. Then, as research in transportation planning, it would be more useful and beneficial to develop the analysis method of tracking data and adjustment method of non-random participants. For example, the estimated participation choice model will be useful to make the response rate of travel surveys increase. We plan to estimate these models in other cities in Japan.

In addition, we plan to conduct similar surveys. One of our international students plan to conduct smartphone-based survey in his home country. These are examples of extension of our research projects.

6. Contribution to Road Policy Quality Improvement

Large-scale surveys such as Road traffic survey and person trip survey collected basic data for road policy. This research project provided several findings and issues for improving these surveys as economical and precise ones. Travel surveys in worldwide cities have changing its method from paper-based to web-based and smartphone-based. Professionals can utilize our survey-participation choice models describing the sampling bias in order to integrate the data by several survey methods. We also summarize the measures to increase the participants including reward policy. Several cities have already applied our guideline of smartphone-bases survey method in survey planning. These are good example of practical contributions of our research project.
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